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Our Vision: 
The Public Relations Institute of New Zealand (PRINZ) was established in 1954 to 

represent the public relations and communication management profession 
in New Zealand.

Today more than 1350+ PRINZ members make up a professional network of dynamic 
and vibrant public relations and communication management practitioners.

PRINZ members are part of a growing, professionally focussed membership 
organisation dedicated to best practice, professional communications.

Our continuing professional development programme, APR qualification, networking 

opportunities and events, industry awards, resources and international alliances make PRINZ 

membership a great choice for public relations and communication management professionals. 
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FIONA CASSIDY, APR, 
LPRINZ
CHAIR

Kia ora tatou

I am sure none of us 
thought that 2020 
would be a year 
to challenge our 
lifestyle, use words in 
a different way such 
as “bubble”, “physical 
distancing” and “stay 
safe”, or have us 
contemplating new 

norms as we look to 
manage COVID-19 in 
Aotearoa. 

We here at PRINZ 
have adapted well to our new operating norm and, as we 
look back over the past 12 months, some of the highlights 
that come to mind include:

• An extended professional development offering where 
we have a new range of subjects and presenters and 
we are delivering both face-to-face seminars and 
online learning

• Continued growth of the APR programme which is 
valued by senior professionals

• The make-up of our membership is changing and we 
are growing our presence across the country

• A steady number of regional and divisional 
engagements spread across the country

It is great to see our demographics are changing with a 
third of membership now under 30 and that challenges us 
to continue to be innovative and forward-thinking. 

Unfortunately, we have had to postpone the World Public 
Relations Forum and it may be some time before a decision 
can be made on where and when it will be held. At PRINZ, 
we are planning to hold our next annual conference in 
Auckland mid-next year. 

I’d like to take the opportunity to thank the many members 
who volunteer their time and services to make PRINZ such 
a vibrant organisation.
 
To our Board - Claudia, Heather, Lee, Fred, Lily and Julien – 
it is a pleasure to work with you all.

To Elaine, Rheanna, Alice and Violet – our PRINZ team – you 
are the glue that makes it all possible.

In closing, I leave you with - 

He aha te kai ō te rangatira? He kōrero, he kōrero, he kōrero.
(What is the food of the leader. It is knowledge. It is 
communication.)

Ngā mihi

Fiona Cassidy, APR, LPRINZ
Chair

CHAIR’S REPORT
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2019 
HIGHLIGHTS

16
APR 

Graduates

38 Short Courses
380 Participants

16 Webinars 
372 Participants

30 Mentoring 
Partnerships

34 Regional Events 
1030 Attendees

“I am a huge advocate of APR and would recommend 
it to any communications professionals who want to 
extend their knowledge and skills, keep up with trends 
in the industry and reflect on their practice. I gained so 
much learning alongside my peers and getting access 
to some of New Zealand’s top PR professionals. It’s 
built my confidence, honed my approach and helped 
me grow my client base. It was definitely hard work, 

but very worthwhile!”
Kate Monahan-Riddell, APR 2019
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4
NEW

FELLOWS
Adelle Keely, Sarah Fraser, 

Sarah Williams, and 
Simon Roche

2
NEW

LIFE MEMBERS

Fiona Cassidy
and Lisa Finucane

236 Guests 

83 Entries

13 Winners

12 Highly Commended

2 days, 

32 speakers, 

185 delegatesPRINZ 
CONFERENCE



ELAINE KOLLER, APR
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
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It’s a peculiar feeling to 

reflect on 2019. Amidst 

the global COVID-19 

pandemic, our world 

feels so different. 

These differences 

might include physical 

distancing and working 

from home, or perhaps 

even larger, more 

significant changes to 

our perspectives on 

life. 

One thing that remains the same is the potential for public 

relations and good communication to make a powerful 

contribution to our society. Over the past few weeks, we have 

seen first-hand how our public relations professionals have 

helped the New Zealand Government and organisations of 

all shapes and sizes to listen, build trust, and communicate 

essential information with empathy and care. In the coming 

months, we will need to support organisations to ensure 

communities remain well and safe, and people thrive and 

prosper.

As the largest industry body for people working in public 

relations and communications management, it is our 

purpose to enhance the capability and professionalism 

of practitioners as well as champion and promote 

understanding of the public relations industry.

We are grateful to the support of our members who value 

being part of a professional community and have made a 

commitment to ethical practice – a point of difference for 

us as professionals!

I’m pleased to note that in 2019, over 1030 people 

attended 34 events around the country. These events offer 

opportunities for members to network and extended their 

knowledge on aspects of practice ranging from ethics to 

the changing media environment, engagement with Māori 

communities and internal communications and more. 

Our continuing education programme ran over 38 short 

courses and 16 webinars. We are always mindful of reaching 

members outside of the main centres, and the recent 

success of our webinars and online courses while under 

lockdown indicates that there is an appetite for increased 

online engagement. We are also continuing to expand 

our courses   and range of facilitators - we welcome your 

suggestions.

One of our strategic goals is to ensure a position on the 

world stage to learn and collaborate for the benefit of the 

global public relations profession. We had been looking 

forward to welcoming delegates from around the world to 

Aotearoa for the World Public Relations Forum in October 

2020. Unfortunately, this event has now been postponed 

and we are awaiting further news from our partner the 

Global Alliance in terms of our next steps.  

At the end of the 2019 calendar year, PRINZ had 1347 

members with numbers peaking at 1472 in March 2020 

(the end of the annual membership period). Year on year, 

membership remains steady with a good spread of members 

throughout the country. While there is a growing move for 

organisations to no longer pay for membership subscriptions, 

there is a corresponding increase in participation from non-

members attending events and courses.

 

The financial position of PRINZ remains strong. The surplus 

for 2019 is $92,075, and due to an increase in revenue 

from membership dues, as well as a solid surplus from the 

2019 Annual PRINZ Conference and PRINZ short courses.  

CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S 

REPORT



The PRINZ Team: Elaine Koller, Rheanna Kingma, 
Alice Hsueh and Violet Zhang
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Income increased by $89,387 to $512,157. 

Correspondingly, total expenses were higher at $420,082.  

 

We anticipate that 2020 will be a challenging year. Several 

years ago, the PRINZ National Council agreed it prudent to 

ensure that PRINZ had the financial reserves to trade for 12 

months in the event of a crisis. Thanks to these reserves, 

PRINZ is well positioned to weather the challenges of a likely 

recession resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic. Recently, 

we have moved to provided more online offerings and we 

continue to respond to the different learning environments 

as the situations dictates. 

I’d like to thank our valued partners in 2019 – Isentia, 

Research First and Getty Images for their ongoing support 

and active interest in providing value to our members. 

  

Last year, we refreshed our governance model. I would 

like to acknowledge outgoing President Felicity Price 

and National Council Members and the current Chair 

Fiona Cassidy and PRINZ Board Members for their 

ongoing support and guidance throughout the year.   

I want to extend my appreciation to the hardworking and 

dedicated National Office team - Communications Advisors 

Alice Hsueh, Rheanna Kingma and Violet Zhang, and 

Accounts Assistant Rosa Ramos - for their contribution to 

PRINZ’s successes in 2019.  

 

Lastly, thank you to our members and volunteers for 

your continued support. Your engagement benefits our 

organisation and the wider public relations community.  

 

Noho ora mai 

Elaine Koller, APR 

Chief Executive 
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COLLEGE OF FELLOWS 
REPORT

We are all experiencing profound and significant 
economic upheaval and societal readjustment 
because of the SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19) pandemic.  
None of us know yet the outcome of this global threat 
as it is yet to run its course or whether scientists will 
ever develop a vaccine. New Zealand’s response to 
managing this health crisis vividly demonstrates 
is the importance of effective communications 
when so many other much countries have been 
found wanting.  Many of our PRINZ colleagues, Life 
members and Fellows have been involved to varying 
degrees using their communications skills to assist 
with ensuring the COVID-19 is understood so that 
better decisions can be made.

I want to pay tribute to those PRINZ Life Members 
and Fellows that continue to use their knowledge, 
experience, and judgement to provide leadership and 
be role models for the Communications Profession 
including in times of crisis.  We should not forget that 
the pioneers of our industry such as John W Hill, Doris 
Fleischman and our own Joseph Peart were not only 
masters in issues and reputation management but 
they also devoted much of their time to developing 
ethics, mentoring, standards and guidelines to shape 
the future of the global communications profession.

We recognise PRINZ Fellows not just for the 
significant contribution that they have made to 
the communications profession but also their 
commitment and willingness to share their expertise 
with peers as well as the development of the 
next generation of public relations professionals. 
These Fellows also strive to underpin our everyday 
communications practice with the fundamental 

values such as fairness and accountability that are 
embodied in the PRINZ Code of Ethics which guide 
our actions and determine how the public perceives 
us as professionals.  

The contributions of Fellows are diverse from 
participating in judging the annual PRINZ Awards, 
being part of the Board, Committees, or leading APR 
programme modules as well as other professional 
development courses. It is testament to Fellows that 
most give of their time voluntarily from a desire to 
give back to the profession that helped shape their 
own careers. 

While it is disappointing that the World Public 
Relations Forum has been postponed by COVID-19 
we must not forget that we will be defined by how 
we learn, respond and help use communications to 
lead a path for others through rapidly changing and 
challenging environments. 

My sincere thanks to Life Members and Fellows for 
everything you continue to do to make a difference 
to the practice of communications. 

He aha te kai a te rangatira? He korero, he korero, he 
korero. Kia kaha, kia maia, kia manawanui.

Julien Leys, FPRINZ
Chair, College of Fellows



New Fellows 2019: Sarah Williams, Adelle Keely,  
Simon Roche and  Sarah Fraser

New Life Member 2019: President Felicity Price inductes 
new Life Member Fiona Cassidy
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PRINZ AROUND 
NEW ZEALAND

Northern Division

From March 2019 the Northern Division ran events 
every month that were well attended.  The average 
was about 40 people.   
 
Our more well attended events last year were the 
Spinoff newsroom visit and Mary Lambie’s Making a 
Mayor event which topped 80 individuals.   
 
Our position relative to other regional committees 
is good. Event attendance remained steady, and our 
events continue to offset their costs. We actually run 
at a small profit and this goes towards helping other 
divisions.  
 
We must acknowledge the Waikato committee, 
as they’re part of the Northern Division and doing 
a fantastic job. The Waikato is a hotbed of great 
public relations work and we thank them for their 
contributions.  
 

Looking forward, the Northern Committee is focusing 
on webinars – like the rest of the planet.  We have 
the technology to deliver these and are tweaking 
and tinkering around the edges so we may deliver 
impactful events that serve the membership. All 
planning from this year is going towards webinars. 
Anyone who would like provide feedback or request 
a webinar should email PRINZ or email Fred Russo 
directly.

Fred Russo, APR
Chair, Northern Division
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Waikato Committee

The Waikato PRINZ Committee celebrates another 
bumper year for the Waikato division, with seven 
events in 2019, ranging across diverse and relevant 
topics, each achieving excellent turnouts and 
engagement. 

Starting in March 2019, we heard from DairyNZ’s Lee 
Cowan about the highs and lows of a marketing and 
PR campaign like no other; the Vision is Clear.  

In April, we hosted the extremely successful ‘getting 
noticed in an age of distraction’ event, led by Carl 
Davison at Research First. This was so popular that 
two other regions picked up the event and hosted in 
their own areas.  

The following month, our members heard what 
makes a social media influencer and how to use 
influencers in projects, before we tried something 
a bit different in August, using a new workshop 
model to look at measurement and evaluation. This 
received excellent feedback, and we’ll be applying 
the model for future events.  

In September, NIWA presented their PRINZ award-
winning project, showcasing local talent and 
innovation.  

Keeping a focus on PR and Communications 
networking and relationship building in the region, 
in November we hosted a stakeholder function at 
NZTA and rounded the year off with Christmas drinks 
in December.  

As always, the Waikato Committee is grateful to the 
support of the organisations that provide venues and 
logistical support to the events.  

We also want to recognise Heather Claycomb, who 
stood down as the Waikato Chair (but remains on 
the Committee) after nine years. Heather has led 
an extremely successful Waikato PRINZ committee, 
with one of the largest member bases in the country. 
We pass on our thanks and appreciation for her 
years of volunteer support and ‘let’s make it happen’ 
attitude.  

Lee Cowan and Angela March
Co-Chairs, Waikato Committee
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Central Division

I’d like to thank our 250 local members for continuing 
to belong to PRINZ. We know you have choices – and 
we’re proud that you choose us.

The team at Head Office do an amazing job collating 
learning opportunities, managing our annual awards 
and APR processes to recognise achievements, 
hosting an annual conference, and being the 
advocates and unwavering public supporters of 
PRINZ members. I’d like to thank them for their hard 
work and dedication.

I’d also like to acknowledge and thank the 2019 
PRINZ Central Committee members who volunteer 
to run events for our Central Division members. 

Last year we ran a number of evening events for 
members – combining learning with networking. 
And we also hosted practical Learning Lunches, 
allowing members to ask questions and share their 
knowledge. The annual conference was held in 
Wellington and by all accounts was a great success. 
This year PRINZ is scheduled to host the World Public 
Relations Forum in Auckland in October. However 

things are being interrupted somewhat by this virus. 
Our committee has already put together a schedule 
of activities, some of which we are combining with 
our IABC and Public Sector Network colleagues – but 
again we will need to review this and redefine our 
service offering given the new world in which we 
currently operate.

I’d like to think we can all come out of this year in 
a positive, thankful manner, but it will be tough. 
Many people are going to negatively affected, so I 
encourage everyone to use your communications 
skills to best affect – whether professionally or 
personally – to stay connected and to help each 
other through this very unusual time.

Angela Paul, APR, FPRINZ and Fiona Cassidy, APR, 
LPRINZ
Co-Chairs, Central Division
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Southern Division

E ngā mana, e ngā reo, e ngā kārangaranga maha o te 
motu, tēnā koutou.Nau mai, piki mai, haramai. Ka nui 
te mihi mahana, tēnā koutou kātoa.

I want to start by thanking the 2019 Southern 
Division Committee: Zen Gregor, Alistair Grey, Janet 
Luxton, Jorja Miller, Katie Moore, Annemarie Mora, 
Anne-Marie Robinson, Haidee Scott, Rachel Soletti. 
Without your commitment to early morning coffee 
meetings and your energy, ideas, and dedication, we 
wouldn’t be able to do what we do for our local PRINZ 
members – thank you.

We have continued to enjoy strong support from our 
local members for the networking events we deliver – 
and as we have experimented with different formats 
in recent years, it looks like 2020 is going to take us 
to the next level. It will certainly make catering a bit 
more straightforward if our gatherings look like this.

Over the past 12 months, we put on 6 events for our 
local members, kicking off with a record number of 
attendees at our 2019 AGM where Carl Davidson 
reminded us that great content wasn’t enough in an 
age of distraction. In June we chewed over real life 
ethical dilemmas over lunch and in August we heard 
from a panel who were frontline communicators with 
different agencies in the aftermath of the mosque 
shootings.

In September we partnered with IAP2 to produce an 
event on engaging with diverse communities – with a 
record number of 69 ticket sales and 53 attendees, this 
clearly hit the mark for an area that our profession is 
keen to learn more about. We finished the year with 
a workshop on comms strategy and were grateful for 
the generosity of PRINZ National Office in flying Tim 
and Deepti down to deliver that following its success 
with the Waikato region.

After three years at the helm, I am stepping down 
from the Chair role this year to allow room for fresh 
energy and leadership. It is always a privilege to 
lead and serve and I’m grateful to have been able to 
contribute in this way to PRINZ nationally and locally. 
When I took on the role of Chair, we had five people 
at the AGM and dwindling numbers at most of our 
events.

Applying the mantra of ‘less is more’, we’ve seen 
enormous growth in recent years in our attendance 
and also the stabilisation of a strong and dedicated 
Committee. I’m looking forward to continuing to 
joining the ranks of Committee member again for 
2020 and am grateful to Annemarie Mora for her 
willingness to stand for Chair for the coming year.

Tēnā koutou, tēnā koutou, tēnā rā tatou katoa.

Kathryn Ruge, APR
Chair, Southern Division



Image: Global Alliance Board 2019
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PRINZ INTERNATIONAL
GLOBAL ALLIANCE

The Global Alliance for Public Relations and Communications Management’s focus for the last 12 months 
has been about connection, engagement and relevance within a changing landscape.

Highlights from the last 12 months include:
• GA’s contributed commitment to the rollout of the Global Capabilities Framework developed in 

partnership with University of Huddersfield, UK. PRINZ is now using that framework for all our 
professional development offerings. 

• Involvement in the Global Public Relations and Communication Model which provides an 
excellent roadmap for us all as professionals. 

• The inaugural Global Ethics Month (February 2020).  

• The world’s first Education & Training Months (April & May 2020) offering over 50 free 
educational and training sessions online from experts around the globe.  

• The establishment of a Global Alliance Academic Council.  

• The establishment of six Regional Councils: North American, Asia Pacific, Latin America, Europe, 
Africa and India-Middle East. 

• A commitment to better communication with a regular newsletter, thought pieces and news 
shared across the many GA platforms. 

• A major governance review that resulted in eleven new Policy Documents being created and 
implemented to guide both the current board and future directors.  

• A 55% percent increase in membership and an increase in financial stability through securing 
three global partners and increasing membership.

It has been an honour to work with a group of dedicated public relations professionals and be part of a 
truly global network committed to our 
ongoing profession. Just as importantly, 
as a founding member, it is lovely to hear 
how we at PRINZ are recognised as world 
leaders.

Ngā mihi

Fiona Cassidy, APR, LPRINZ
Executive Board Director
Global Alliance for Public Relations and 
Communications Management
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office@prinz.org.nz

9 Melrose Street
Newmarket
Auckland
1023

PO Box 99032, 
Newmarket 
Auckland

09 358 9808

www.prinz.org.nz

PUBLIC RELATIONS
INSTITUTE OF 
NEW ZEALAND
ANNUAL REVIEW

2019 Board Members

Fiona Cassidy, APR LPRINZ 

Heather Claycomb, APR, FPRINZ

Lee Harris, APR

Claudia Macdonald, FPRINZ

Fred Russo, APR

Lily Ng

Julien Leys, FPRINZ


